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LP SESSIONS SHAKERS 
LP446-S 5" PVC tube shaker
LP446-L 9" PVC tube shaker

» Great for a variety of musical applications
» Perfectly weighted for a controlled sound
» Feature a rubber-like grip surface
» Molded end caps for a solid feel
  

LP ONE SHOT® SHAKER 
LP442A     

LP's unique, patented One-Shot Shaker has only one 
"live" striking area enabling you to lay forward/down 
strokes without shadow or ghost strokes.

» Constructed of durable, anodized metal 
» Delicate sound quality ideal for studio recording
» Simplifies complex rhythm patterns  
» Sold in pairs

LP FINGER SHOT 
LP442F  

This finger-sized version of the popular One Shot® Shaker 
straps onto your fingers adding an additional shaker effect 
when playing congas, bongos or other hand drums. 

» Only one striking area, eliminating shadow or ghost strokes
» Comfortable elastic ribbon for a secure fit 
» Simplifies complex rhythm patterns
» Sold in pairs

LP ROCK SHAKER  
LP462    9½" Gold Shaker
LP462B    9½" Black Shaker 

The LP Rock Shaker is designed to cut through live music with 
impact. The metallic shaker delivers a loud, vibrant sound and 
has a removable fill cap allowing the player to adjust the fill 
level and fill type for a truly custom sound.

LP TWIST SHAKERS 

LP441T-L Single Lock Twist Shaker Pair, Red, Loud
LP441T-M Single Lock Twist Shaker Pair, Blue, Medium
LP441T-S Single Lock Twist Shaker Pair, Yellow, Soft
LP441ETSS Double Lock Twist Shaker Single, Red, Loud
LP441ETSM Double Lock Twist Shaker Single, Blue, Medium
LP441ETSL Double Lock Twist Shaker Single, Yellow, Soft

LP’s patented Twist Shaker is a twin set of shakers that have a twisting lock 
mechanism that allows the player to play them as a set in one hand or one in 
each hand. Choose from single-lock version, which are sold in pairs, or double-
lock versions which can be used to expand a set to three of more shakers. 

» Soft (Yellow) is ideal for studio and acoustic performances
» Medium (Blue) is versatile for use in nearly any musical situation 
» Loud (Red) is ideal for live performances 
» Shakers can be played together as a set of two, individually, or interchanged 

for a variety of sound combinations

LP BASKET SHAKERS 
LP353A    Small 
LP353B    Large 
The LP Basket Shaker has soft, woven basket-like 
sides and a coconut top and bottom.  
The fill opening allows you to customize the sound 
and volume.

» Shake side-to-side against the bottom for a loud 
tone and against the sides for a lighter tone

LP DUOSHAKE™
LP441  Soft 
LP441-M Medium 
LP441-L  Loud

LP has taken its legendary Soft Shake and add two new 
variations to enhance any performance. The two small and 
lightweight shakers are connected by rubber bands and can 
be played together or separately. The traditional black set 
creates a soft, subtle sound. The gray-colored set produces 
a slightly greater volume, while the orange version is perfect 
for live playing environments.  

LP GANZA SHAKERS
LP3503  Single Ganza Shaker 
LP3504  Double Ganza Shaker

The new LP Ganza Shakers are made in the same style as the 
traditional Brazilian Samba instrument. Both the single and double 
versions feature durable aluminum cannisters produce distinctive, 
penetrating volume that cuts through and delivers an exciting, 
sizzling sound. 

LP SHAKE-IT® 
LP440 8" Shaker 

The LP Shake-It is a compact, 
durable, metal shaker that’s is an 
absolute must for all percussionists. 
Its volume is easy to control and it 
fits comfortably in your hand.  
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Stephen Perkins 
Five-time Grammy nominee, Perkins was born and raised in Los 
Angeles and his work with Porno for Pyros and Jane's Addiction 
has showcased his tremendous talent. His mixture of drums, 
electronics and percussion has influenced drummers worldwide.

LP HI-HAT CHICK-ITA
LP015   

For drum set players looking to add a little sizzle to their set-up, look no 
further than the LP Hi-Hat Chick-Ita. This easy-to-mount four-headed shaker 
can be used with any hi-hat to add a distinctive shaker sound that cuts  
through drum and cymbal volume and adds accent to any beat. Its 
innovative, x-shaped design also makes the Hi-hat Chick-ita ideal for hand 
held use. 

Easily add a crisp shaker sound to your hi-hat. You can stack them for 
double the volume!

» Quickly slides onto any hi hat pull rod with a non-slip rubber grommet  
for easy positioning 

» Great for both live and studio performance
» Filled with non-toxic steel shot  

LP GOJO BAG 
LP359  

Designed in collaboration with Stephen Perkins and Joey Klaparda,  
the LP Go-Jo Bag is the world's only mutable shaker. A basic  
rhythmic pulse is created by simply opening and closing your hand  
around the bag. 

» Put one in each hand and play them like maracas or shakers.  
Smack them together for a unique percussive sound. 

» Slide the bags like an Afuche or Cabasa or toss one or more in time
» Bags can be attached to your hands while playing congas to enhance  

the rhythm 
» An adjustable strap makes the Gojo Bag a great tool for musical therapy

LP CHICK-ITA TWIN SHAKER 
LP013   

The LP Chick-Ita is a double-ended shaker for twice the 
volume and sound. 

» Great for both studio and live performances
» Comfortable center grip for easy playing 

LP EGG SHAKERS  
LP001MX-1 Egg Shakers, 36 Pcs., Mixed Colors
LP001-BK Egg Shakers, 36 Pcs., Black 

» Small, hand-held shakers 
» Great for parties
» Constructed from wipe-clean plastic and filled  

with non-toxic steel shot 
» Patented 
» Sold in bags of 36 

LP GLOW IN THE DARK SHAKERS 

LP004-GLO   Egg Shakers, 1 Pair
LP010-GLO   Chick-Itas, 1 Pair 

» Great for kids
» Constructed from wipe-clean  

plastic and filled with non-toxic  
steel shot 

» Recharge the glow by placing  
the shaker in direct sunlight  
or under a lamp. The longer  
they charge, the brighter  
they glow.

» Patented

LP EGG & CONGA SHAKER TRIO 
LP016 Egg Shakers
LP017 Conga Shakers

LP has added some variety to two of its most convenient and popular 
shakers.  Each set includes three shakers, each featuring a particular 
volume level.  

» White shaker has the softest sound, great for studio applications
» Blue shaker produces a multi-functional medium volume
» Red shaker has the loudest and most coarse sound, great for live 

performances
» Filled with non-toxic steel shot 
» Patented 

LP BIG EGG 
LP0020BK Black 
LP0020RD Red

LP’s Big Egg Shakers are a larger version of its best-selling small 
shakers. They measure three inches in diameter, fit comfortably 
in your hand and are great for loud playing situations. 

LP RHYTHMIX® SANTANA 
EGG SHAKERS & CHICK-ITAS
LPR003-**   Santana Eggs, Pair,  
      available in three colors  
**BK=Black, BL=Blueberry, GP=Grape

LPR012-**   Chick-Itas, 1 Pair,  
        available in five colors   
** BK=Black, BL=Blueberry, CH=Cherry, GP=Grape, SS-Sunshine

» Produce quick, delicate and responsive sounds
» Safety approved for ages 2 and up 
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LP PRO MARACAS 
LP281 Plastic shells and wood handles

LP Pro Maracas are the most imitated maracas in the world. They 
are sold in matched pairs: one high pitch and one low pitch which is 
a traditional feature in vintage maracas.

LP RAWHIDE MARACAS 
LP395 Rawhide shells and wood handles 

LP Rawhide Maracas are sold in matched pairs and have natural rawhide 
shells and wood handles. In the hands of the best Salseros, LP Rawhide 
Maracas produce the driving rhythms that propel the most dynamic bands.
Narrow rawhide shells produce a very dry sound and tight response

LP MACHO MARACAS 
LP394 Natural rawhide shells and wood handles 

LP Macho Maracas are sold in matched pairs. Wide rawhide shells 
with a lacquered finish for a dry, yet lively sound that is reminiscent 
of the early days of Latin music.

LP FIBER MARACAS 
LP389 Black plastic shells and wooden handles

LP Fiber Maracas come in matched pairs and have a steel-ball fill for 
a loud, crisp sound. The round, plastic shell design is perfect for the 
“swirling" sound created when the maracas are turned upside down  
and lightly rotated in a circular motion.

LP REFILLABLE MARACAS
LP281R Black plastic shells and wood handles

LP Refillable Maracas have twist-off handles that allow you to 
add, remove or change the fill in the shaker. This provides you 
with complete control of your sound. 

LP SALSA® MARACAS
LP393-PR   Hand-painted Puerto Rican flag design and wood handles
LP393-RH   Natural rawhide shells and wood handles

The LP Salsa Rawhide Maraca is one of the world's most widely used 
percussive instruments. The natural specially prepared rawhide shells  
and exclusive fill material create a crisp yet full-bodied sound.

LP MINI RAWHIDE MARACAS 
LP285        Rawhide shells and wood handles 
LP285-PR    Hand-painted Puerto Rican flag design

LP's Mini Rawhide Maracas are compact in size, easy 
and comfortable to play and sound great. They are the 
ideal maracas for studio situations.

LP MATADOR®  
MINI MARACAS 
M281 Black plastic shells and wood handles

LP Matador® Mini Maracas are great for light 
studio applications and are perfect for smaller 
hands. 

» Rounded shells give these maracas a crisp, 
bright sound

CP WOOD MARACAS  
CP281 Large/Red 
CP287 Medium/Painted

» CP Wood Maracas are great for students or beginning players. 
» The large size delivers a robust, full-bodied sound.
» The medium size is designed for a drier, tighter sound.
» Wood handles and shells

LP MATADOR®  
MARACAS 
M283 Black plastic shells  
 and wood handles 

» Full-bodied bright sound 
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LP LENNY CASTRO SIGNATURE IO-INCH  
HEADED TAMBOURINES
LP383-LC Single-Row with 8 Jingles 
LP384-LC Double-Row with 16 Jingles

Renowned percussionist, Lenny Castro worked with LP to develop this professional-
quality, headed Tambourine that meets his range of demands. Equally at home in a 
large arena as it is a recording studio, these tambourines have 10-inch Asian Oak 
shells and sonically-matched, American-made nickel silver alloy jingles.

» 10" Asian Oak shell with cherry finish 
» Sonically-matched pairs of nickel-silver jingles create a bright, crisp tone
» Special indented jingle design for greater resonance 
» Natural animal-skin head 
» Includes protective carrying bag

LP PROFESSIONAL TAMBOURINE 

LP380A     Single Row with 8 jingles 
LP380B     Double Row with 16 jingles 

LP Professional 10-inch Tambourines have sonically matched, 
American-made nickel silver alloy jingles that produce a vintage sound 
reminiscent of the tambourines used throughout the 60s and 70s.

» Nickel-silver jingles create a bright, crisp tone 
» 10" Asian Oak shell with natural, matte wood finish 
» Rounded edges for comfortable playing 
» Finger hole for a more secure grip 
» Special indented jingle design for greater resonance

Lenny Castro 
For over 40 years, Lenny has been a first-call session and touring 
percussionist. He's worked with some of the world most popular 
acts, including The Rolling Stones, Elton John, U2, Toto, The Eagles, 
Fleetwood Mac, Al Jarreau, Justin Timberlake and Tom Petty.

LP ACCENT TAMBOURINES
Choose your desired tone and for any musical setting with one of  
LP’s Accent Tambourines. They feature a sturdy 10-inch wooden  
frame and are available in single and double row versions with  
your choice of steel, aluminum, brass or copper jingles.

LP381-A 
Single Row, Aluminum Jingles

LP381-B 
Single Row, Brass Jingles

LP381-C 
Single Row, Copper Jingles

LP381-S 
Single Row, Steel Jingles

LP382-A    
Double Row, Aluminum Jingles

LP382-B    
Double Row, Brass Jingles

LP382-C    
Double Row, Copper Jingles

LP382-S    
Double Row, Steel Jingles
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LP CYCLOPS® TAMBOURINES 
LP150/160 Steel Jingles, Black, Hand Held/Mountable
LP151/161 Steel Jingles, Red, Hand Held/Mountable
LP152/162 Steel Jingles, White, Hand Held/Mountable
LP170/175 Brass Jingles, Black, Hand Held/Mountable
LP174/179 Dimpled Brass Jingles, Black, Hand Held/Mountable 

The LP Cyclops Tambourine is ergonomically designed for the ultimate  
in player comfort. Its unique patented shape is designed to reduce stress  
on the hand and the wrist. The LP Cyclops Mountable Tambourine is  
built to sound great and withstand the hardest stick hits performance  
after performance. 

» 2 rows of 7 pairs of jingles 
» Durable high-impact plastic frame
» Mountable models have LP’s forged eye-bolt assembly for placement  

on 3⁄8" diameter rods or hi-hat stand pull rods
» Patented jingle pinning system keeps jingles in place 
» Cushioned rubber hand grip

LP THE CLICK HI-HAT TAMBOURINE
LP193      8 pairs of Nickel plated steel jingles
» Add a bright tambourine sound to any standard hi-hat pull rod  

(fits 7mm rod)
» Hi-hat mountable tambourine with LP-exclusive muting feature 
» Easily mute jingles with a simple “click"  
» Striking the tambourine while muted creates a quick, trashy sound effect
» Durable ABS plastic construction  
» Patent pending

LP ASPIRE® TAMBOURINES
LPA180 8" Black with 7 sets of steel jingles 
LPA181 8" Red with 7 sets of steel jingles 
LPA182 8" White with 7 sets of steel jingles 
LPA190 10" Black with 16 sets of steel jingles 
LPA191 10" Red with 16 sets of steel jingles 
LPA192 10" White with 16 sets of steel jingles

» Durable, colorful plastic frames and brightly toned jingles
» Comfortable, formed grip and smoothed edges for easy play 

that's gentle on the hands 

LP FOOT TAMBOURINE 
LP188 Tambourines 

» Ideal for cajon and guitar players
» Durable red, high-impact plastic frame 
» Jingle pinning system keeps jingles in place
» 4 pairs of Nickel plated steel jingles for bright,  

high-projecting sound
» Elastic band fits comfortably over foot

LP CITY SERIES TAMBOURINE
LP142NYHBL

The City Series Tambourine features a single row of LP City Series 
jingles for fantastic sound at an incredible price. LP’s patented 
jingle pinning system and specially formulated body construction 
ensure that the jingles stay place, making the tambourine 
virtually indestructible. The patented stress-reducing frame 
shape allows natural arm and wrist motion. 

LP CITY SERIES HI-HAT  
JINGLE RING
LP191NYS Single-Row with 8 Jingles 
LP191NYD Double-Row with 16 Jingles

LP City Series Hi-Hat tambourines attach easily to any hi-hat pull 
rod adding an instant jingle effect to your playing. Available in both 
single-row and double-row versions, both are incredibly lightweight 
and won’t affect pedal response.
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LP JINGLE STICK 

LP180 Steel Jingles, Black 
LP187 Brass Jingles, Black

LP Jingle Sticks are a great way to add a quick tambourine sound to a 
rhythm while striking a cymbal or another instrument. 

» 6 pairs of jingles
» Constructed with special alloy jingles for sound projection, using the 

same patented pinning technique as the Cyclops Tambourine 
» Soft foam grip for added comfort and control
» Sold in pairs

LP JINGLE KICK 
LP182    Dimpled Brass Jingles
LP182-S   Nickel Plated Jingles 

Replace your bass drum beater with the LP Jingle Kick and add some life to your 
downbeat. Six pairs of jingles produce a distinct and crisp sound. The Jingle Kick can 
also be used with the LP Fusheki Bracket.

» Extremely durable jingle stick with an attached ¼" rod for use with bass drum pedals
» Hi-impact black stick with 6 pairs of jingles
» Can be used with the LP Fusheki Bracket or as a bass drum beater

CP WOOD TAMBOURINES 

CP376 6" Single Row, 7 pairs of jingles, with Head
CP378 8" Single Row, 8 pairs of jingles, with Head
CP388 8" Single Row, 8 pairs of jingles, no Head 
CP379 10" Single Row, 8 pairs of jingles, with Head
CP380 10" Double Row, 7 pairs of jingles, with Head
CP389 10" Single Row, 8 pairs of jingles, no Head
CP390 10" Double Row, 8 pairs of jingles, no Head 

» Solid wood shells and bright, cutting jingles
» Headed models feature natural, traditionally mounted calf-skin head
» Rounded edges and contoured grip  
  

CP TUNABLE TAMBOURINES
CP391 10" Tunable, 10 pairs of jingles, Wood
CP392 10" Tunable, 10 pairs of jingles, Metal

» Designed for the beginner this durable tambourine is 
easy to play and sounds great at any tuning 

» Includes tuning key 

LP CLAW® FOR CYMBALS 
LP592S-X    Splash Claw 

» Mount any cymbal up to 16" in diameter on any  
rimmed drum

» Eliminates heavy, bulky stands
» Ideal for drum kits, percussion set-up, marching or 

mallet percussion
» Includes Z-shaped cymbal arm with heavy duty  

felts and wing nut  

LP CLAW® FOR PERCUSSION
LP592B-X 

» Add almost any mountable percussion instrument, including 
LP Cowbells, LP Tambourines or LP Jam Blocks

» Great for congas, timbales, drum sets or marching drums
» Jaws open wide enough to attach to bass drum hoops
» ³ ⁄8" diameter Z-rod is perfect for use with LP's forged eye-

bolt mounting assembly

LP CLAW® FOR MICS 
LP592A-X Mic Claw

» The LP Mic Claw ensures secure placement of 
microphones on snare drums, toms and congas

» Contoured jaws grip tightly and rubber-lined  
mounts eliminate unwanted noise 

» Includes Claw body and microphone z-rod
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LP JAM BLOCK 90°  
MOUNTING BRACKET
LP1202 

LP JAM BLOCK 
MOUNTING BRACKET 
LP1203

LP TRIANGLE  
HOLDER
LP310

LP AFUCHE®/ 
CABASA HOLDER
LP325

LP WOOD BLOCK  
MOUNTING BRACKET
LP373  

LP VIBRA-SLAP MOUNT
LP444N  

LP UNIVERSAL AGOGO  
MOUNTING BRACKET
LP571 

LP COWBELL  
U-CLAMP
LP235 

LP MOUNT-ALL®  
CYMBAL BRACKET
LP236A 
The LP Mount-All Cymbal Bracket includes a 
Z-shaped cymbal arm for mounting cymbals 
up to 16-inches in diameter. 

» Chrome plated steel 
» Mounts to stands up to 11 ⁄8" diameter 

LP MOUNT-ALL®  
PERCUSSION BRACKET
LP236C  
The LP Mount-All Percussion Bracket includes 
an angled rod for any 3⁄8" diameter mountable 
percussion.

» Chrome plated steel 
» Mounts to stands up to 11 ⁄8" diameter

LP MOUNT-ALL® 
BAR CHIME BRACKET
LP236D  

The LP Mount-All Bar Chimes Bracket  
mounts to an anti-twist plate on  
LP Studio/Concert Series Bar Chimes.

» Chrome plated steel
» Mounts to stands up to 11 ⁄8" diameter

LP SUPER MOUNT-ALL®  
BRACKET
LP236T  

The LP Super Mount-All Percussion  
Bracket has a ratchet tilter and a 3⁄8"  
rod that that can be angled and/or  
rotated into any position.

» Chrome plated steel 
» Mounts to stands up to 11 ⁄8" diameter  

   

LP BAR CHIME 
MOUNTING BRACKET
LP453  

» Fits all LP Bar Chimes
» Securely mounts LP chimes to any  

percussion set up that uses  
3 ⁄8" diameter rods

LP PRO GAJATE BRACKET
LP388NP

Developed in collaboration with LP Artist 
Richie Gajate-Garcia, this innovative bracket 
attaches to any standard bass drum pedal. The 
knurled mounting rod is height adjustable and 
accommodates most instruments that can be 
mounted to a ³ ⁄8-inch diameter rod. 

LP CLAWHOOK COWBELL CLAMP
LP2141

Clawhook-style clamp with a ¾-inch diameter L-Rod. Securely 
clamps a cowbell to a bass drum hoop

LP BASS DRUM  
COWBELL CLAMP
LP338

Padded clamp with ³ ⁄8-inch rod for  
mounting a cowbell to a bass drum hoop

LP MULTI-STEM  
GAJATE BRACKET 
LP388M 

LP's ingenious Multi-Stem Gajate Bracket allows 
drummers to mount up to three percussion items 
with a single pedal. Its simple lift-and-rotate design 
allows you to switch instruments quickly and easily. 

LP TAMBOURINE PEDAL
LP386 

The LP Tambo-Pedal is a revolutionary drum set accessory. 
Developed in conjunction with world-class drummer and 
educator, Gregg Bissonette, it accurately replicates the 
motion and sound of a hand-played tambourine. Includes  
an LP tambourine and DW 2000 pedal

LP FUSHEKI 
LP281F    Pedal Bracket with Maraca

LP’s Fusheki lets drummers and 
percussionists play the soft shaker sound 
of a maraca with their feet. When attached 
to an LP388N Gajate Foot Pedal Bracket 
or LP388M Multi Stem Bracket the cleverly 
designed Fusheki allows the mountable 
maraca to be played using a standard  
bass drum pedal.
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LP MINI EVERYTHING RACK 
LP472  

The LP Mini Everything Rack is a compact percussion rack with two mounting 
locations. It's an excellent way to add percussion instruments to any drum kit or 
mount within reach of vocalists or other musicians.

» 7" length, chrome-plated steel, attached to stands from 3⁄8" to 11 ⁄8" in diameter 
» Includes two extra-long 3⁄8" diameter knurled Z-rods which allows instruments  

to be mounted above or below the rack 
» Mounted products not included

LP COMPACT CONGA MOUNTING SYSTEM
LP826M Mounting System
» Tilting bracket allows mounting of one or two LP Compact Congas  

(LP825, LP826)
» Compact design allows easy placement into drum sets 
» Chrome plated steel construction 
» Mounts to stands up to 11 ⁄8" diameter 

LP EVERYTHING RACK 
LP372 

The LP Everything Rack has six individuals mounting 
locations that allow you to mount a number of 
percussion instruments in one easy-to-access spot.

» 22" length, chrome-plated steel, comes with four 
4½" long x 3 ⁄8" diameter straight knurled mounting 
rods and two extra-long 3⁄8" diameter Z-rods

» Rods can be positioned to mount the instruments 
above and/or below the rack for additional 
versatility 

» Mounted products not included

LP PERCUSSION STAND 
LP332 

» Designed to hold a variety of mountable percussion
» 21" long telescopic 3 ⁄8" diameter knurled rod can hold  

LP Jam Blocks, Chimes or Cowbells
» Chrome plated steel construction, double braced legs  

and large rubber feet

LP DJEMBE STAND 
LP729 

» Holds any LP Djembe in the traditional playing 
position. 

» X-frame metal stand uses Velcro straps and three-
position adjustablity to securely hold any djembe 
from 10" to 15" in diameter 

» Height adjustable from 35" to 43" and folds and 
locks together for easy transport

LP PERCUSSION TABLE
LP760A  Percussion Table 
LP762A  Extension Wing 
LP764  Adapter and Caster Set 
LP765  3 ⁄8" Percussion Mounting Rods 
LP766  Triangle Hook Set  
LP763A  Replacement Bag  
The ideal percussionist's workstation for live and 
studio performances. Keep all of you hand percussion 
items organized and immediately ready for use.

» 22"W x 19" D, height adjustable 
» Rubber-cushioned surface safely holds dozens of 

percussion items and raised back edge prevents 
items from rolling off table 

» Two height-adjustable, tiered cross bars provide up 
to 24 mounting locations for use with 3 ⁄8" diameter  
mounting rods

» 6 rods and three triangle hooks are included, 
additional rods available

» Table quickly and easily disassembles and stows 
away in nylon carry bag

LP PERFORMANCE TRAY 
LP761 

Compact designed percussion table keeps all of you hand 
percussion items organized and immediately ready for use. 
The edge of tray is lined with molded rubber and grooves to 
hold maracas, drum sticks, claves, etc. 

» Tray bottom features swing out tambourine holder
» Ideal for singers and horn players who  

play percussion
» Mounts easily to a mic stand

LP ASPIRE® TRAP TABLE 
LPA521 

» Great for band and orchestral percussionists
» Large 22" W x 16 D is rubber padded to ensure  

quiet instrument handling  
» Raised border keeps instruments from rolling  

off the edge 
» Sturdy, chrome-plated stand is height adjustable

Shown with extension wings.  
Product not included.

Product not included.

Product not included.
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LP DOUBLE  
CONGA STAND
LP290B 

LP's Double Conga Stand holds two  
LP Congas and is height-adjustable  
with a pin-lock design that holds  
the vertical support securely in place.

» Heavy-gauge, chrome-plated steel 
with braking casters 

» Mounting brackets prevent congas 
from twisting 

» Adjustable drum separators allow 
angular adjustments  

LP SLIDE MOUNT  
DOUBLE CONGA STAND
LP290S 

LP's Slide Mount Conga Stand is an easy-to-use 
conga stand that uses LP's patented design that 
does not require wing nuts or washers. Conga 
mounts slide into the stand and lift off for quick 
and easy removal. 

» Conga support bracket adjusts to  
drum diameter 

» Height adjustable upper post uses a secure 
pin lock that eliminates slippage

» Heavy duty folding base has additional holes  
for a wider range of height adjustment 

» Includes locking casters

LP DOUBLE  
CONGA STAND  
ACCESSORIES
LP330A – Camlock Accessory Bracket
LP454 – Bongo Bracket

» Attach bongos with ease
» Add bongos with the LP Camlock 

Bongo Accessory Bracket 

LP SUPER  
CONGA STAND 
LP278 

The simple design of the LP Super 
Conga Stand ensures reliability  
and durability.  

» Heavy gauge steel construction, 
highly polished finish, molded  
rubber shell grippers

» Fits all LP Congas 
» Height adjustable with  

removable legs for  
seated players 

» Extra rubber feet included

LP TRIPLE  
CONGA STAND
LP291 

Mount three congas in a tight  
configuration. Slide mount brackets  
easily attach to any pre-drilled  
LP Conga and can be set so one  
drum sits slightly higher. 

» Heavy duty chrome-plated, height 
adjustable

» LP custom-made caster wheels  
with brakes

» Also works well with two congas 
 

LP FUTURELITE II  
CONGA STAND 
LP638 

The LP Futurelite Conga Stand is made  
from lightweight extruded aluminum for  
maximum portability. 

» Weighs only 5½ lbs, comes assembled 
and folds compactly 

» Fits all standard size congas and is 
fully height adjustable

» Spring-loaded conga shell grippers 
hold shell firmly, wide leg stance 
prevents "walking"

LP ASPIRE® SLIDE MOUNT  
DOUBLE CONGA STAND 
LPA653 

» Designed to hold two LP Aspire Congas 
» Lightweight, height adjustable,  

easy to assemble
» Features shell grippers, a memory clamp,  

double braced legs, mounting hardware  
and chrome-plated finish

» Retrofits to any LP Aspire Conga 
» Patented 

LP MATADOR®  
CUSTOM BASKET STAND 
M294 

» Fully collapsible compact design allows easy  
set-up and tear down 

» Easily adjustable to fit nearly any size conga 
» Sturdy black powder-coated steel construction
» Comes fully assembled, adjustable to  

desired playing height

LP MATADOR®  
DOUBLE  
CONGA STAND 
M290 

» Designed to hold two  
Matador® Congas 

» Height adjustable with  
memory clamp 

» Shell grippers 
» Double braced legs and  

mounting hardware 

LP ASPIRE® UNIVERSAL  
BASKET STAND
LPA650 

» Adjusts to fit all LP Aspire Congas
» Easy to assemble, lightweight and fully adjustable
» Steel construction with black powder coated finish   

      

LP JR. CONGA STAND 
LP299 

Designed for use with LP Junior Congas (LPJRX)

» Double braced legs with large, non-slip  
rubber feet

» Chrome plated, steel construction  
and durable mounting hardware 

LP COLLAPSIBLE CRADLE 
LP636 

LP Collapsable cradle is the most versatile  
conga stand available and is the choice of  
professional players. 

» Made of highly polished, heavy gauge steel. 
» Fully height adjustable, collapses  

to only 3" high 
» Spring loaded rubber grippers fit all  

conga models
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SLP CAMLOCK  
BONGO STAND
LP330 

The patented LP Camlock Bongo Stand is the most 
convenient and durable bongo stand ever made. 
The unique camlock tensioning system and super-
strong nylon strap securely hold the bongos by  
the center block for quick, easy set-up and  
stable playing. 

» Bongos rest on a rubber-lined, L-shaped seat to 
protect drums and add stability

» Chrome plated steel construction, double 
braced legs and non-slip rubber feet

» Patented

LP BONGO STAND  
FOR SEATED PLAYERS 
LP330C 

Ideal for seated percussionists or drum set players 
this bongo stand is fully height adjustable and 
tiltable. 

» Patented LP Camlock tension system easily and 
securly attaches bongos

» Heavy duty construction with double braced 
legs and non-slip rubber feet

» Patented

LP MATADOR®  
STRAP-LOCK  
BONGO STAND 
M245 

» The strong nylon strap wraps around the bongos 
center block for quick and secure set-up 

» Chrome plated steel construction, double braced 
legs, non-slip rubber feet

» Patented

LP ASPIRE®  
STRAP-LOCK  
BONGO STAND 
LPA245 

» Strong nylon strap wraps around bongo 
center block for quick and secure set-up 

» Single braced legs and non-slip  
rubber feet

» Height adjustable black and chrome finish
» Patented

LP ASPIRE® BONGO  
MOUNTING BRACKET 
LPA244  

» Designed to fit LP Aspire Double Conga 
Stand (LPA652)  

» Uses LP's patented strap-lock system for 
quick and secure set-up

» Adjustable tilter for precise positioning
LP ASPIRE® BONGO BRACKET
LPA244S 

The LP Aspire Slide Mount Bongo Bracket utilizes LP's 
patented strap-lock system for quick and secure set-up.

» For use with LP Aspire Double Conga Stand (LPA653)
» Adjustable tilter for precise positioning
» Bracket shown in use with conga stand and congas,  

sold separately

LP ASPIRE®  
TIMBALE STAND 
LPA258 

» Fits Aspire Timbales made since 2009
» Double braced timbale stands feature 

chrome plated steel construction, double 
braced legs and large rubber non-slip feet.

» Includes cowbell holder    
     

LP BATA STAND 
LP445 

» Durable easy-to-assemble chrome plated 
stand holds 3 sizes of bata drums. 

» Drums can be mounted for left-handed or 
right-handed players

» Includes bungee cords to secure  
drum shells

LP TIMBALE STAND  
FOR KIT PLAYERS
LP980 

» The ideal timbale stand for  
drum set players.

» Fits all LP Tito Timbales and 
Timbalitos. (Does not fit Thunder 
Timbs.) 

» Heavy duty die-cast tilter assembly, 
chrome plated steel construction, 
double braced legs large non-slip feet

» Height adjusts to allow stand-up 
playing as well as setaed playing 

LP TIMBALE STAND 

LP981      LP Tito Puente Timbale Stand  
LP981A  LP Tito Puente Thunder Timbs Stand 

» Timbale Stand specifically for LP Tito Puente 
Timbales

» Heavy duty die-cast tilter assembly, chrome 
plated steel construction, double braced legs 
large non-slip feet

» LP984 and LP985 timbale and cowbell  
mounting hardware sold seperately

LP PRESTIGE  
TIMBALE STAND 
LP986 

» Heavy duty timbale stand for  
Prestige Timbales

» Heavy duty die-cast tilter assembly, chrome 
plated steel construction, double braced 
base, large non-slip feet 

» LP2510 and LP2512 LP Timbale and  
Cowbell Brackets sold seperately  
     
 

LP MATADOR®  
TIMBALE STAND 

M259 Timbale Stand 
M260 Timbale Stand with Cowbell holder

» Double braced timbale stands feature 
chrome plated steel construction, double 
braced legs and large rubber non-slip feet

» M260 includes cowbell holder and 
improved mounting system 
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LP ULTRA-TEC TOURING  
BONGO BAG 
LP533-UT    Bongo bag

» Durable, heavily-padded bag provides 
superior protection

» Oversized with interior pockets for storing 
percussion accessories 

» Shoulder strap included
» Features an LP signature design
» Fits all LP Bongos

LP ROAD READY  
CONGA CASE 
WITH WHEELS
LP521  

The ultimate conga case made  
of durable molded plastic. 

» Sturdy and lightweight construction  
protects contents from scratching  
and denting

» Durable nylon strap keeps the  
handled lid tightly secured 

» Heavy duty wheels for easy transport

LP QUILTED  
CONGA BAG
LP540-BK  

Offers the best protection  
from a soft carrying case.

» Features a shoulder strap  
and a handle

» Accessory pocket on the  
outside of the bag

» 27.5"W x 38"H x 18"D  
sized to fit most congas 

  

LP GIOVANNI  
CONGA BAG
LP541-BK  

This unique bag designed with master  
percussionist Giovanni Hidalgo.

» Fits all LP Congas except Palladium  
Model Congas

» Heavy duty padded black nylon
» Adjustable shoulder strap and  

gear pocket
» Inverted design provides  

enhanced stability

LP ULTRA-TEC TOURING  
CONGA BAG 
LP546-UT   Conga bag

» Durable, heavily padded bag provides  
superior protection

» Wide mouth opening for easy access
» Large wheels for effortless transport
» Fits all LP congas up to 30" in height
» Features an LP signature design

LP ULTRA-TEC TOURING  
CAJON BAG 
LP524-UT    Cajon bag

» Durable, heavily-padded bag provides  
superior protection

» Large, zippered external pocket
» Fits most cajons
» Shoulder strap included
» Features an LP signature design
» Fits cajons upto H-19", W-11", D-11¾"

LP PADDED  
CONGA BAG
LP543-BK  

Keeps drums safe with a firm layer  
of cushioning. 

» High strength nylon, with an  
adjustable shoulder strap, handle  
and out pocket

» 27½"W x 38"H x 18"D sized  
to fit most congas  

  

LP PALLADIUM  
CONGA BAG
LP544-PS 

Designed to fit the LP Giovanni  
Palladium Series Congas. 

» Durable, heavy duty jet black  
padded nylon

» Sturdy woven straps
» Side pocket holds keys,  

wrenches, lug lube and  
sheet music

» Wheels

LP PRO CONGA BAG 
WITH WHEELS 
LP546-BK 

The ultimate in conga protection and 
transport, with built-in wheels, just load 
and tilt and you're ready to go.

» Compact wheels set allows for  
easy loading 

» Heavy duty nylon, padded provides  
extra protection 

» Features carrying straps, including 
removeable over-the shoulder strap  
and exterior storage pocket 

LP ASPIRE®  
CONGA BAG
LPA055 

Nylon bag with sturdy  
handles and built in  
pocket for accessories. 

LP FITS-ALL  
CONGA BAG
LP542-BK  

Great, all-purpose, non-padded,  
nylon conga carrying bag. 

» Shoulder strap, handle and  
outer pocket 

» Ideal for storage or occasional  
road trip

» 27½"W x 38"H x 18"D sized to  
fit most congas 

  

LP LUG-EDGE COMPACT  
CONGA BACKPACK
LP548 

Backpack-style padded bag holds two  
compact congas, two snare drum  
stands with room for bells and blocks.

» Heavy nylon fabric with accessory  
compartment

» Comfortable padded carry straps 
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LP BONGO BAG 
LP532-BK  

Strong nylon-constructed bag with double-slide zipper and  
quilted foam padding for dependable protection. 

» 19"W x 8"H x 10" D 
» Removable shoulder strap  

and reinforced carry  
handle for easy  
transport

» Includes a pouch  
for a cowbell and  
beater 

LP PRO BONGO BAG 
LP533-BK  

Designed for the professional bouqocero, this lightweight, sturdy  
bag features steel frame construction.

» 20½"W x 10½"H x 10"D 
» Padded nylon with reinforced stitching 
» Large external pocket and a wide, comfortable shoulder strap

LP ROAD READY  
TIMBALE CASE 
LP520  

Durable molded plastic timbales case 
offers the greatest possible protection  
for timbales.

» Fits standard 14" x 15" timbales
» Removable stand accessory tray
» Lightweight, yet incredibly sturdy
» Wheels for easy transport

LP TIMBALE BAG SET 
LP539-BK  

» Padded drum bag fits both shells in separate compartments 
» 24½"W x 16"H x 16½"D 
» Second bag holds collapsed timbale stand
» Durable nylon construction and reinforced shoulder straps 
» Drum bag has Velcro® handle with straps to attach both bags together 

LP ASPIRE® BONGO BAG 
LPA291 

Soft-lined, nylon bag features reinforced carry handles and a 
zippered closure. 

» 18½" W x 10½"H x 7"D 
» Room for a cowbell and beater

LP DJEMBE BAG 
LP547-BK 

Durable nylon, padded construction with 
adjustable shoulder straps, fits all LP  
Djembes (except 14"). 

» Exterior storage pocket   
  

LP PRO STICK BAG 
LP537-BK  

» 12"W x 19" H x 1½" D (when zipped) 
» Four inside pockets hold up to 28 pairs of sticks 
» Durable handles and a removable shoulder strap 
» High-strength cords make it easy to attach to any drum kit

LP CAJON BAG 
LP523  

Durable and economical cajon bag.

» Fits cajon up to H-19", W-12", D-12"
» Zippered side compartments 
» Convenient carry straps

LP LUG-EDGE  
CAJON BAG 
LP524  

Padded cajon case for extra protection.

» Fits cajon up to H-19", W-12", D-12"
» Large zippered accessory pouch
» Padded carry straps 

LP COWBELL POUCH 
LP531-BK  

Nylon pouch with drawstring holds and  
protects cowbell and beater.

LP TIMBALE STICK HOLDER 
LP326 

Black bag fits firmly on any timbale stand or any sized 
tubing up to 1½" diameter.

» Allows for easy storage of timbale sticks or drumsticks
» Removable bag for compact transport and easy 

cleaning
» Chrome plated steel bracket 

LP MATADOR  
STAVE CAJON BAG
M1456  

A durable, padded bag built to protect and carry LP's 
pattened stave cajons. Fits both Tumba or Quinto- 
sized cajons.   

» Durable nylon construction
» Oversized zippers
» Adjustable, padded hideaway backpack straps
» Exterior pocket


